This Week in *Science*

**Editorial**

421 Science and Technology Policy

**Letters**


**Association Affairs**

425 Supply and Demand for Scientists and Engineers: A National Crisis in the Making: R. C. Atkinson

**News & Comment**

433 Who Will Do Science in the 1990s? ■ The Lost Generation?

436 Climate Extravaganza Bombs

437 Mountain Sheep Experts Draw Hunters’ Fire

**Research News**

439 Confusion in Earliest America ■ The Big Picture

442 Karpoff’s Sarcoma Puzzle Begins to Yield

444 Solar Neutrino-Sunspot Connection Found ■ Family Portrait

445 Who Will Win the El Niño Sweepstakes This Time?

446 *Briefings:* Physicists Balk at Journalist’s Award ■ Harvard Takes Math Super Bowl ■ Research Shuffle at NIMH ■ Thinking About Mars ■ Monkeys in Limbo ■ Dulbecco Takes Salk Job ■ Engineer Wins Kudos from NSF ■ Nick Leaves NIH for Italian Foundation ■ Awards for Global Environment Crusaders ■ Spinoffs from AIDS Research

**Articles**

450 The Underclass: Definition and Measurement: R. B. Minic, I. V. Sawhill, D. A. Wolf

454 Atominic Mechanisms and Dynamics of Adhesion, Noneadmentation, and Fracture: U. Landman, W. D. Luedtke, N. A. Burnham, R. J. Colton

**Research Article**


RNA Polymerase II Transcription Blocked by Escherichia coli Lac Repressor: U. Deuschle, R. A. Hipskind, H. Bujard


A Bacterial Enhancer Functions to Tether a Transcriptional Activator Near a Promoter: A. Weidel, D. S. Weiss, D. Popham, P. Dröge, S. Kustu

Primary Structure of the γ-Subunit of the DHP-Sensitive Calcium Channel from Skeletal Muscle: S. D. Jay, S. B. Ellis, A. F. McCue, M. E. Williams, T. S. Vedvick, M. M. Harpold, K. P. Campbell


Two Gap Genes Mediate Maternal Terminal Pattern Information in Drosophila: D. Weigel, G. Jürgens, M. Klingler, H. Jäckle

Oldest Pinniped: C. A. Repenning; A. Berta and A. R. Wyss

As We Forgive Our Debtors, reviewed by R. K. Z. Heck

Sickle Cell Disease, J. C. Parker and E. P. Orringer

Ecology and Evolution of Livebearing Fishes (Poeclidiidae), F. W. Allendorf

Some Other Books of Interest: B. Underwood

Review the Books

Photodiode Array Spectrometer X-ray Microanalysis System Hybridization Incubator Ultraviolet Cross-Linker RNA Extraction Kit Coverage Chambers for Cell Culture DNA and RNA Linkers and Transilluminators Literature